
BUDDY
Children bed





Children´s adjustable bed Buddy is suitable for hospitalization of 

patients in ages ranging from several months up to 7 years. Can be 

used from orphanages through standard children‘s hospitals to 

specialized children‘s units. Bed can be produced in several sizes 

and wide range of varied colours. Can be equipped with optional 

accessories with safety features, mattresses and pillows.

BUDDY



Foldable side rails
A great advantage of the bed is the possibility of controlling the side rails 

with a foot pedal. The side rails can be adjusted to any height. During 

positioning, both hands of the staff remain free. Easy height adjustment 

without the need for increased effort is ensured by the auxiliary piston 

rods. All control mechanisms are located out of reach of the patient. This 

completely eliminates the risk of unwanted lowering of the side rails.

Height adjustment mattress platform
The mattress platform of the bed can be adjusted in height in several steps. The individual 

sides of the mattress platform can be positioned individually to achieve special positions.



Mattress holders

Brakeable castors

Trendelenburg / Antitrendelenburg

Positioning of the back part



Universal accessory holders
Compatibility of the bed with accessories is ensured by universal accessories holders 

located at the headboard or footboard. They allow the use of the most common 

accessories such as handle, IV pole, bedside lamps or extension sets.

Choice of design
The possibility of choosing the colour design of the bed 

allows you to create an aesthetic and pleasant space 

that can help to improve the mood, comfort and reduce 

stress not only for the child but also for his companions 

during the stay in the hospital.



Technical parameters

Age of the child ................................................................................................... up to 7 year

Overall dimensions (lenght x width x height) ................................... 167 x 81 x 155 cm

Mattress platform dimensions (lenght x width) ......................................... 140 x 70 cm 

Height of the mattress platform...................................................................... 74 - 106 cm

Height adjustability of the mattress platform.............................................Yes (7 steps)

Height adjustability of the side rails.................................................................. Gas piston

Control of the side rails .................................................................................................. Foot

Trendelenburg / Antitrendelenburg ......................................................................12° / 12° 

Maximum back part angle................................................................................................36°

Castors ........................................................................................................... 100 mm, metal

Brake ........................................................................................ 3x brake, 1x directional lock

Weight ..............................................................................................................................63 kg

Load capacity ..................................................................................................................80 kg

Bumper wheels ..................................................................................................................Yes

Universal Accessory holder ...............................................................................................4x
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